Eastek International Corporation is a US-based, owned, and operated Contract Manufacturer. Since 1990, our mission has been simple: to assist our customers in being their most successful. We provide world-class manufacturing services from Design for Manufacturing (DFM) support to distribution with our global footprint. Eastek is a trusted partner for many Fortune 500 companies that require manufacturing for complex, low, and high volume production, around the world.

EASTEK DESIGN CENTER
Our Design Center will help you take your idea from concept to prototype to production. Our specialties include:
- Industrial Design
- Mechanical Engineering Design
- Electrical Engineering Design
- Optical Design
- Prototyping Capabilities

BATTERY SOLUTIONS
Eastek provides expertise to your battery solution with an emphasis on energy density, charging, safety, and environment. From design to manufacturing, battery sub-assembly to full module, Battery Management System (BMS) to paired charging system all in one place. Our value propositions include:
- Reduction in size and weight
- Reduction to the maintenance requirement
- Enhancement in energy density, cycle, and shelf life
- Improvement to disposal through greener technology

PROTOTYPING
At Eastek Rapid Prototyping Center, a division of Eastek International Corporation, we know how critical it is to get your project to production. For that reason, we came up with a rapid prototyping business plan that not only gets the product to your engineering team quickly and correctly, but due to performance analysis controls we’ve put into place, we ensure your product will be stable for years to come.

TOOLING & MOLDING
Injection molding, tooling design, and fabrication: you can rely on us to manufacture your products on-time and to specification. Our advanced on-site tool fabrication facility allows us to Design for Manufacturability (DFM) a wide range of solutions. We will manufacture tools and molded parts for your facility anywhere in the world.

ANTIMICROBIAL ADDITIVES
Eastek is capable of mixing additives in house to a variety of Thermoplastics for small to medium production runs:
- Color Pigments and Master Batches
- Flame Retardant Additives
- UV Stabilizer Additives
- Antimicrobial Additives for Medical Devices

METAL STAMPING
Eastek provides complete services for metal parts including but not limited to, machining, castings, deep draw and much more. Our experienced engineering team supports the process at every stage. Metal stamping is part of the fully customizable Eastek Single Source Solution.

PCBA MANUFACTURING
We offer full assembly services that include quick-turn, prototypes, pre-production, and full production runs. Including five surface mount lines, DFM Support, dedicated Program Managers and Project Engineers, and single and double-sided assemblies. Eastek tailors its service support to meet your companies structural needs.

TURNKEY SOLUTIONS
Eastek offers a full-service Turnkey Assembly in the US, China and Malaysia. Our facilities everywhere deliver with Six Sigma quality, revision control, intellectual property security. Our catalog of turnkey manufacturing solutions includes design support, sourcing, prototyping, production, and logistics options. Turnkey Assembly is part of the fully customizable Eastek Single Source Solution.
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